
 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



Here is the footage of    

“Safety Forum 2019 for Works Contracts and Property Services Contracts” 

which was held on 3 July 2019 

by the Hong Kong Housing Authority   

The Speaker is  

Mr. Leung Man Hong Assistant Project Manager 

Gammon Building Construction Limited 

His topic is Safe Work at Height 

Next, may I invite 

Assistant Project Manager of Gammon Building Construction Limited 

Mr. Leung Man Hong to share with us 

Mr. Leung, please 

Chairmen, greetings 

I am from Foundation Department of Gammon Building Construction Limited 

I am one of the assistant project managers 

I am Anthony Leung 

Thank you, Housing Authority (HA)  

for this opportunity to make a brief presentation  

regarding work at height 

or recently using the term work above ground for this job 

There is plenty of work above ground in foundation work  

The first few slides are about 

work above ground  

Foundation works involves handling large-diameter  

bored pile, sheet pile and hoarding 

The photos of working at height I shared just now 

were taken when I was new to the trade 

For a large-diameter pile over 20 years ago 

The casing oscillator  in those days 

would press the casing to the bottom excavation  

There they removed the soil 



In the process 

we had to measure the depth by going to the top of the casing 

Only by this could we know how much had been done 

In those days, we measured the depth 

by climbing on a rope ladder 

We lowered a measuring tape to take the depth 

It was not one pile we need to measure 

 we need to measure all casings 

Predecessors accomplished the task in this way 

Irrigation of concrete  

After removing the soil, concrete was poured in 

Working on a working platform should be a safe situation 

A flat and square platform to work on, stand there   

When the concrete bucket was delivered to the platform  

open the bucket to pour in the concrete  

It was not an easy task at height 

When I joined the industry 20 years ago 

I did use rope ladders 

Nowadays, we use working platforms 

Working platform has a characteristic  

The opening in the centre can be adjusted 

to suit the different diameters of the piles 

One platform would satisfy the diameters of different piles 

Piles of different sizes no longer require different working platforms 

Thus spaces for storing platforms can be saved 

Thus spaces for storing platforms were saved 

Today, the design allows the diameter to be adjusted 

Also, about casing oscillator  

the biggest problem of casing oscillators  

is the hole in the middle when a pile is not there 

Workers going up the platform from the oscillator 



face the risk of falling into the hole 

In the past, I reminded workers 

to wear a safety harness when working on the platform  

But I realised it was not enough 

The new design now has added a ring to the hole in the middle 

The new design now has added a ring to the hole in the middle 

Besides the safety harness, it prevents the worker from falling 

Besides the safety harness, it prevents the worker from falling 

In case the safety harness is problematic  

the ring in the centre  

will guarantee that he does not fall down  

Regarding work above ground 

we still have many work to do 

The ideal is, of course, to eliminate this type of work  

Not to do it 

But there are situations where it is inevitable  

There are better tools now 

such as elevating platform, electric platform, metal scaffold 

step platform, hop-up platform, podium step 

The industry is familiar with them all 

My slide is an inverted triangle 

When we choose a tool, we set priorities 

When we choose a tool, we set priorities 

When we do rigging operation, we use man cages  

When we do rigging operation, we use man cages  

When we carry out maintenance of drill bit 

drill bit is huge that  

we need to use a step platform or a mobile working platform  

to reach the top of the drill 

This is a man cage 

I have just mentioned about drill bit maintenance 



Workers doing drill bit maintenance on site 

have to stand on a working platform  

and wear a safety harness 

On the left is a hop-up platform or a tower platform 

They are often used in the industry  

I have also mentioned sheet piling in foundation works 

We use cherry picker (mobile lifting platform)   

We use cherry picker (mobile lifting platform)   

to assist workers  

It is usually used for work at greater heights 

When we have to get to the top of the sheet pile for rigging 

cherry picker is a better choice here 

At the bottom of the slide 

are a hop-up platform and a working platform  

for working under 2m above ground  

Ladder is at the bottom of the inverted triangle 

In the opinion of my company 

it is highly risky to be working on a podium step 

Basically our entire company  

avoid working on a podium step 

But there are circumstances where a podium step is necessary  

So, what to do 

We have a permit system  

Many in the industry do use the permit system  

This permit is not signed by the foreman  

Not by the site supervisor either 

It is signed by the person in charge of the site 

Under what circumstances would he agree to sign 

After careful consideration, there is no alternative method 

This is the only way, then he will sign   

When he signs, he needs to understand he must help the team  



to formulate measures to reduce risks 

then he can sign 

The company conducts regular inspections  

to see if the signature is appropriate 

I am a person in charge of a site 

I have never signed a permit  

I am afraid of being inspected 

I have never signed 

Our site has never used  

a podium step for work at height 

although it is a tool 

Thank you everyone 

I have briefly introduced the methods our company adopts  

to work at height 

Thank you, Mr. Leung 

Mr. Leung, please ask a question  

See if our audience has the answer 

In my presentation just now 

I mentioned old methods used when people worked at height  

I mentioned rope ladder 

That was not the only way 

In the past, the industry had a way to reach the top of the sheet pile 

Anyone? 

Someone has his hand up 

Is the question clear? 

Besides rope ladder 

what method did our workers use to climb up the pile? 

Please 

Rope with knots 

Correct 

Didn’t expect a young colleague would know 



A rope with knots 

Feet gripping the knots to climb a knot at a time 

Rope ladder and rope with knots 

I have experienced both 

When I first joined the trade 

I asked my mentor for a ladder to climb to the top of the pile 

Haven’t I given you a rope with knots 

You go ahead 

I knew no fear then, I went ahead 

Any difference between rope ladder and rope with knots 

Rope ladder are for higher heights 

If it was only a little higher than a man’s height 

only rope with knots will be used 

These were the old method 

It is fine just listening to the experience  

These tools are no longer used today 

and must not be used 

Thank you 

Let us give Mr. Leung another round of applause  

Please be seated 

We noticed, we have come a long way 

We noticed, we have come a long way 

The industry is moving forward, still looking for ways to improve 

Decades ago, a rope ladder or a rope with knots was used  

Decades ago, a rope ladder or a rope with knots was used  

Honestly, now it is hard to imagine climbing up a rope to get there 

With era improving and technology advancing 

we have many choices of working platforms  

Not all working platforms need not to be on the sites  

It takes only one platform to satisfy all needs 

Thank you for watching 
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